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SUMMIT

Vidyarambam was a day off bliss to watch on Oct 8 on the new little babies trot into our
campus with their tiny feet- a blossom of cognitive ability, tiny laughter, baby talks, and
play making learning amicable. Vidyarambam @ Muthamil Public School had little
fluttering feet of little kids join the family of kinderjoy section.The little fingers stroke the
first alphabets on grains was an admiring stage for every parent. The children enjoyed
their play with Montessori tools. The palm prints of children on chart marked their.



yutha Pooja was
celebrated with the
spirit of togetherness

and prosperity- an occasion of
festivity and sharing of Peace
and goodness amidst all in
the school.

Mahatma Gandhi’s
150 Birthday Celebrationsth

150 years of Mahatma Gandhi was celebrated with
favorite bhajans of Mahatma - His life an exemplary
freedom fighter who took to non violence as the

strongest weapon.Special dignitary Mr.Marx Subramanian
,Sr.Director in Lowes USA marking this day more prominent
with his special msg on the simplicity of the great man and
his simple values filled with strength.Our students pledged to
follow the footprints of Gandhi to make India incredibly be
recognized for its strength of values.



Nature and its abode has unrevealed mysteries. The Second trip organized by Atree
Wetland Rovers of Thamirabarani was an educative one. Our nature ambassadors
made their trip to kalakkadu thalaiyanai this time andmade observations, learning

theend zoneof the first part of Tamirabarani ever flourishing river of Tirunelveli.
They noticed the antlers of a deer, rare insects and foot prints and dung of elephant herds
that had shortly visited the place. The students were asked to do comparative study and
relate to the pebbles found and the living species observed. They also tested , observed and
recorded the surface tension, turbidity and temperature of the water from the streams. The
fruitful trip endedwithdrenching in the little falls.
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The month of October was blend of values, festivity and togetherness.Students peer group activities
and showcasing views the growth of students in their cognitive ability and muktiintelligence skills- a
perfect learning place @ MPS to witness the learning curve.

Our teachers attend an
interactive workshop on the
new concepts of pedagogy

with innovation and to manage
classrooms by multiintelligence
activities. The session was enhancing
and exchanging views on solutions for
better approach to grooming
students and helping them scale
high.


